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Coming Up 

Monday June 6th @ 7pm—
General Shirt Promotion to Grey 
Blue & Red (second round) 

Saturday 11th June 7pm—Sydney 
Film Festival Premiere Zach’s 
Ceremony (Sold out) 

Monday June 13th—school closed 
for Queens Birthday Weekend 

Friday 17th  June 7pm —Hornsby 
PCYC fight night (5 Joe’s students 
on the card) 

Monday July 25th @ 7pm—
General Shirt Promotion to Grey 
Blue & Red 

Zach’s Ceremony Sydney Premiere 

Zach’s Ceremony premiered at 
HotDocs in Toronto in April re-
ceiving a 5/5 critics review and 
has now been chosen as a top six  
festival director pick at the Syd-
ney Film Festival on Saturday 
June 11th at 7pm. I was hoping to 
get a group from Joe’s Boxing to 
hoot and holler whenever Joe’s 
Boxing  was mentioned or seen 
which apparently is more than 
half the movie. But my cunning 
plan has been foiled as the screen-
ing has sold out before I even had 
a chance to buy a ticket . How 
absolutely awesome for Will and 
Zach having spent more than 10 
years bring this to fruition. 

Because I have skipped May  this newsletter is going to be huge so maybe download 
it on your Kindle and it can be bedtime reading  

Such a lot has happened since my last newsletter that it’s hard to pick a highlight 
but ‘Five wins in a row’ sums it up nicely. Doug fought again on April 10th and had 
a close loss to a talented fighter Mike Pengue but then Siobhan and I travelled to 
Bathurst on Saturday 16th April and after much first fight nerves stopped her oppo-
nent in the third round with superior fitness and Irish fighting spirit. 

This renewed my confidence and self belief and I was determined to reverse the 
string of losses we had endured and so came Saturday April 23rd at Paddington RSL 
where Ben and Doug who was the main event were fighting again. My message to 
them both was I have seen you box now let me see you fight ‘show me the mon-
grel’. 

Ben executed beautifully against a Umina PCYC fighter ,the gym I hold at the pin-
nacle of amateur boxing in NSW, pressure on all the way and came away the obvi-
ous winner. 

Doug had eaten a pizza after weigh-in at  6pm and although not fighting till last 
fight at 10.30pm was feeling sick  in warmup then after the first round which he 
lost to a very good Irish opponent  he came back to corner and said he felt sick. I 
asked him if he wanted to stop and he turned around and I slapped him on the back 
and said ‘go fight’. 30 seconds into the round ‘boom’ a right hand sent his oppo-
nent to the canvass. Initially it looked almost like a slip but when he got up and 
walked the wrong directions a la Zab Judah vs Kostya Tszyu it was all over. This 
was truly a rocky moment and with confidence both Ben and Doug fought again on 
May 20th with Doug again the main event and both of them delivered shutout per-
formances. Funnily enough all Doug’s opponents so far have all been from Bondi 
Boxing gym so we are now two win two losses against them.  Our next outing is 
June 17th at Hornsby and we are matched with five students on the card.   

My former Karate teacher and now mental skills coach for Canterbury Crusaders 
and the Silver Ferns Netball team Renzie Hanham talks of the ladder which athletes 
will go up and down first learning the basics and skills to compete or learning how 
to compete , the next stage is learning how to win that doesn’t mean you are al-
ways losing but there’s a win loss going on without understanding fully what makes 
us win. Finally I guess is the champions attitude of expecting to win and finding 
whatever is needed to win. Athlete’s throughout their career may move up and 
down this ladder and the analogy might be a great tennis or golf player who returns 
to work on his basic technique when the wins dry up.  

We as an academy are now competing with the best out there and although I hope 
our run of wins continue as we take on bigger challenges whatever happens we are 
well on the way to ‘learning how to win’ and Doug and Ben are not too far from 
champions attitudes and our former student Nadine Apetz who just scored a bronze 
at the women’s world champs is testament to a champions mind. 
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Blazer of glory: Kaarle McCulloch models the Australian  Olympic uniform at Bondi. Photo: Dallas Kilponen 

London Olympics bronze medallist Kaarle McCulloch has literally jumped in the deep end to develop an extra edge in her three -way shootout to qualify for the Australian 
cycling team for the Rio Games. McCulloch, who won bronze in London in the team sprint with Anna Meares, is tapping into the "eye of the tiger" mentality at an old 
boxing gym in Sydney's inner west and by learning how to control her fears by sitting on the bottom of a pool with no air in her lungs.It's extreme, but the Sydneysider is 
pushing herself to wear the Olympic team blazer she modelled at it's unveiling a month ago before a huge media throng and Sydney's fashion elite at Bondi. "I have one of 
the pictures taken that day as my phone's screen saver," she said. "It's a daily reminder of what I'm working for and helps to keep the motivation high." And it needs to be. 
Selection in the sprint event is a three-way contest between McCulloch, Meares – hailed as Australia's greatest track cyclist – and Adelaide's Stephanie Morton. Only two 
can go and McCulloch, who has broken a world record and won a treasure chest worth of gold, is digging deep. "I've been doing some boxing since I returned from the 
world championships," she said. "The theory behind doing boxing is I tend to sometimes not be as aggressive as I ought to be in my races. 

"In sprinting you need to be quite aggressive and face the fears you can feel before you get on the track. The sprint is often won before you compete and boxing has helped 
me face that fear head-on." McCulloch described Joe's Boxing Gym at Five Dock as a place where old-time prize fighters with names such as Cinderella Man, Kid Chocolate 
and The Brown Bomber should be found whaling away on a heavy bag, skipping rope or being bawled out by a gravely voiced trainer. 

"I walked in and thought I'd gone back in time and was in a Rocky movie," McCulloch said. "I do skill-based work; the speedball and floor-to-ceiling ball work because it 
helps with your peripheral vision ... being able to focus on something that's moving and is unpredictable, which is what the sprint is all about.  "When you're riding 
around ... you're leading out and having to look behind you, you don't know what's coming up in front of you or what your opponent  is going to do, so the speed ball 
training has been fantastic." 

McCulloch's determination to qualify for Rio has also meant copping some heavy blows. 

"I sparred four rounds with a girl from the gym and took some punches to the face," she said. "My natural tendency was to back away, but Joe said 'no, 

no, front up, stand strong' and that's what my Olympic cycle has been all about this time." 

Her decision to sit on the bottom of a swimming pool with empty lungs is also designed to combat race-day nerves and tension. 

"I'm doing breathing work with my sports psychologist," she said. "[I sit] under water with no air in my lungs and am learning to relax my body under 

extreme stress. 

"I was only under for 50 seconds. I say 'only' 50 seconds, but it feels like an eternity with empty lungs.  

"When I did it a few weeks ago, I lasted 20 seconds, so I'm definitely learning to relax. As soon as you get to 20 [seconds] you're body is saying 'I want 

to breathe now' – you also need to do it with someone watching [for safety] – and the initial reaction is your chest gets heavy, it feels like it's starting 

to concave and your brain screams for oxygen. 

"But it has taught me when my shoulders get tense on race day to relax them and when my breathing is shallow to take a deep breath so oxygen gets 

to my muscles. It's all going to be helpful." 

 

Daniel Lane— Sports reporter & Video journalist Sydney Morning Herald May 14 2016 

(Daniel was a student here too in 2001-2002 but this article is coincidental) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





RYLSTONE CAMP—Sunday 24th April to Monday 25th April  

On ANZAC day weekend I was offered a great opportunity to go visit Rylstone on one 
of Joe’s camps. I was involved in many activities and incredible experiences.  

These included archery, building a fire, bush walks along cliffs and lookouts, driving golf balls off cliff 
tops, driving a tractor, sparring, and even learning to drive!  

Once I beat Joe to a pulp in the ring, he was brave enough to put me behind the wheel of a car. The 
high point of the camp for me was when I was motoring along the dirt road feeling very confident, 
until I veered off and we both jolted forward smack bang into a tree! I hope Joe forgives me for the 
smashed headlight, and that I will have many more wonderful camps yet to come. 

Joe Pulver 



Women's World Championships May 2016—Kazakhstan  
Nadine who was a student here in 2010-2011 has won a bronze medal fighting for Germany at the women’s world 
championships recently held in Kazakhstan . You will see Nadine on our honour board winning Open State Titles 
in this weight division in 2011 and she then went back to Germany and won the German nationals 5 times unfortu-
nately there are only three women’s divisions at the Olympics 54kg, 60kg and 75kg meaning she was out of her 
competitive weight. Nadine had three great fights against Kaye Scott  and won once and Kaye won twice. Kaye was 
beaten out of the 75kg by Caitlin Parker so moved up to 81kg where she has taken a silver medal in these world 
championships and with Skye Nicholson getting a bronze this is the most successful elite World Boxing champion-
ships ever for Australia. Kaye will be in action again when she gets back on June 17th at Hornsby PCYC where it all 
began. I just have spoken to Kaye and we will be organizing her to come here and teach a seminar for our girls soon  

Boxing Australia (NSW) AGM—Sunday May 29th 10am—Sports House Olympic Park  

I recently attended the Boxing NSW AGM as I am now a voting member . There has been a lot of upheaval in the past year 
with whole boards resigning and a whole lot of chaos and last year’s AGM was a apparently a bloodbath that went for hours 
with contested electoral process that apparently made the USA electoral system look easy. This year it was a much calmer 
affair and the board members were elected unopposed and the atmosphere was very calm and friendly. I learned a lot and 
made some good contacts including Gary Moore who was representing Boxing Australia at the national level. There has been 
a new database implemented this year which allows a much more streamlined registration process and with the advent of  the 
Combat Sports Authority taking control Boxing NSW is looking to do away with their version of the blue book and medicals 
and just having an identity card to show when competing . The above picture shows how many people are actually registered 
this calendar year so far. Considering NSW has 7.5 million people surprisingly few are active in the Olympic Stream and es-
pecially in the women’s divisions and that’s all ages , all weights and all experiences that’s pretty small fish pond sadly. 



An African Adventure May 1st—18th Dubai—Zambia—Botswana  

Sometimes in life you have to just hold your breath and jump and it was like everything that could go wrong did go 
wrong before I left. But placing my trust in the universe and some key students to look after things while I was 
gone I winged away for 18 days to the cradle of civilization known as Africa and in particular Zambia. After a cus-
toms officer attempted to extract a bribe from me I was met by my family Craig and Ann (Craig is more brother 
than brother-in-law). The next day Ann took me to the markets where she haggled for fresh produce that she was 
then going to donate to KAFWA drop in centre for orphans and vulnerable kids some who have such invisible dis-
eases to us such as polio and some who are HIV positive having lost their parents to Aids. The compounds as they 
are known are poor slums that resemble what your image of Soweto might be although free standing one room 
buildings are in bigger supply than tin shanties these days. The power in all areas is off for the better part of half 
the day everyday in all areas which makes these compounds interesting places to be come night time. I was then 
told I was teaching boxing to the kids and as I had only bought an old headgear and improvised for two hours to 
much hoots and delight. After a few days in Lusaka I headed down to te wonderfully impressive Victoria Falls and 
then into Botswana where the animals abound. I saw pretty much everything except hyenas and zebra and saw so 
many elephants (200,000 elephants in Botswana) . We returned later in the week to Lusaka and then took the 30 
or so kid’s rugby league jerseys and more than 20 sets of rugby boots to handover at the Olympic Youth Develop-
ment Centre who gave them to a soccer team (rugby is a white man’s sport) called the ‘Young Blues’ from one of 
the compounds who had never had their own uniform before. Spent a full day in Dubai on the way back and loved 
it after hearing so many bad reports the highlight was being pulled off the train and ‘spanked’ by a handsome Arab 
woman for being in the wrong carriage. Thanks heaps for everyone who stepped up and looked after the place 
while I was gone and special mention to Shiv and Aaron for going the extra mile and everyone else that contribut-
ed. It was so successful that I’m already planning my next adventure. I started martial arts 36 years ago so I would 
not live in fear and be able to take calculated risks when travelling out of my comfort zone. There have been times 
it has almost come unstuck but the benefits of being able to go places where others may fear far outweigh the risks. 



Above: KAFWA drop in centre for orphans and vulnerable children run by donations and a most gorgeous woman Rosemary who does her best to 
feed clothe, educate and most importantly give hope to many of these great kids. You cannot but be affected by a visit like this. One boy had 
polio an almost forgotten illness because of immunization in Oz and many would have had HIV some from that terrible belief by some African 
men that if you sleep with a virgin you will be cured of aids which of course makes orphaned girls even more vulnerable. Some may not have had 
a meal since they were last fed at KAFWA two or three days before. Some walk for 2-3 hours to get here. The two hours I spent there were life 
changing, the joy on their faces and how they each waited patiently but enthusiastically for their turn was awesome. Romantically and it just 
might happen but a back pack with a couple sets of gloves and some focus mitts plus my trusty and somewhat ‘rusty’ ATM saxophone would be 
all I need to connect all across the third world as something like this crosses all borders in communication . I can’t feed every hungry mouth or 
make every bad situation good but if I can do little things for underprivileged children and people both here in Australia and abroad and maybe 
inspire someone that there is hope for them too then I have lived a worthwhile life. I have already lived many lives I have studied and achieved 
at university, I worked on the cutting edge of computing as it emerged and then I was able to have two more lives first in karate and now boxing 
and in the coming years will probably move into a third phase of travel and giving what I can back. I am lucky truly but I said yes to living !  



Above: On the second day we were in Chobe National Park in Botswana we did a self drive along the tar which goes down the middle of the 
park and we randomly took a left on a side road away from the river and 500 metres down came across 60 or so elephants drinking and mud 
bathing at this waterhole. We were quite scared as a couple of massive bulls looked like they might charge at one time so we stayed a healthy 
distance away. There are 200,000 elephants in Botswana who eat between 300kg-600kg of foliage per day so Botswana is in danger of being 
eaten out of house and home. I met a lovely Australian man who among many jobs runs the Australian consulate in Namibia and who was 
consulting with the countries surrounding Botswana (Zimbabwe, Angola, Zambia, Malawi , Mozambique , Congo) to create animal corridors 
so the elephant population doesn't have to peak out. Amazing experience to see the animals co-existing or being hunted by their natural preda-
tors in essentially their natural habitat all in one place. Africa you are extraordinary and I’m certainly not done with you yet.  

Below: The Official handing over of the soccer jerseys to the Olympic Youth Development centre in Lusaka the capital of 
Zambia . Big thanks to Leichardt Wanderers for contributing some 80-100 jumpers which have been shared between Zam-
bia and Papua New Guinea. The bookend charity stuff made this holiday so much more worthwhile incredibly lucky I feel. 


